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Limited edition 2008 reissue of The Model Rockets 1993 debut, "Hilux"(produced by ex-Young Fresh

Fellow Scott McCaughey), John Ramberg unleashes his beast upon an unsuspecting audience, like a

power pop version of The Replacements on an early alt-country 13 MP3 Songs in this album (38:09) !

Related styles: POP: Power Pop, POP: Pop Underground People who are interested in The Beatles The

Who The Minus 5 should consider this download. Details: Limited edition Remastered reissue of this

GREAT, rare, long out-of-print debut by these poppers from Seattle! Although Seattle is known as the

home of Grunge, many forgot the rich tradition for driving catchy pop. Not unlike The Fastbacks, The

Model Rockets played high-octane power-pop, hooky, and smokin'! Unless you are from Seattle its

unlikely that you remember Stumpy Joe, and even if you are, theres still a good chance you never heard

of them. In 1993, several members of that ill fated re-formed as the Model Rockets. Led by guitarist/lead

vocalist John Ramberg, the Model Rockets released this, which was produced by ex-Young Fresh Fellow

Scott McCaughey, on Lucky Records. The band described its sound as power pop with a roots music

flavor. Their musical influences included the Beatles, the Byrds, Cheap Trick and 1960s soul music - all

good things for sure! "This album is probably between the best 5 of the 90's. Unbelievable songs and

attitude, very American rock." "A nearly-perfect pop CD. John Ramberg is revealed here as one of

America's finer pop composers!" - Cynthia Rose In case you missed it the first time around, you shouldn't

let it pass you by this time! A classic! GREAT!!!!! Founded around 1992 or so- Graham Black (drums)

Grant Johnson (guitar, vocals) John Ramberg (vocals, guitar) Boyd Remillard (bass) released "Hilux" on

Lucky Records in 1993- Scott Sutherland replaced Grant in 1994- released "Snatch It Back And Hold It"

on CZ Records in 1995- Jeff Stone replaced Scott Sutherland briefly from 1996 to 1997- released "Tell

The Kids The Cops Are Here" on Not Lame Records in 2002- released "Pilot County Suite" on Book

Records in 2003- the band split up in 2003- currently Scott, Graham, and Boyd are recording and

performing as The Doll Test (thedolltest.com)- Scott also plays in The Paul Lynde Fan Club and Llama-

John sings and plays guitar in The Tripwires (thetripwires.com) and The Minus 5.
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